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Abstract
The Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell laws of electrodynamics in space-
time manifold are formulated in terms of differential forms and exterior and
Lie derivatives. Due to their natural behavior with respect to push-pull
operations, these geometric objects are the suitable tools to deal with the
space-time observer split of the events manifold and with frame-invariance
properties. Frame-invariance is investigated in complete generality, referring
to any automorphic transformation in space-time, in accord with the spirit
of general relativity. A main result of the new geometric theory is the assess-
ment of frame-invariance of space-time electromagnetic differential forms and
induction laws and of their spatial counterparts under any change of frame.
This target is reached by a suitable extension of the formula governing the
correspondence between space-time and spatial differential forms in electro-
dynamics to take relative motions in due account. The result modifies the
statement made by Einstein in the 1905 paper on the relativity principle,
and reproposed in the subsequent literature, and advocates the need for a
revision of the theoretical framework of electrodynamics.
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1. Introduction
The history of electromagnetism is a really fascinating one, starting from
the brilliant experimental discoveries by Romagnosi-Ørsted in 1800-1820
and by Zantedeschi-Henry-Faraday in 1829-30-31, and from the early
beautiful theoretical abstractions that soon led to Faraday’s and Ampe`re-
Maxwell laws of electromagnetic inductions.
It should however be said that, in looking at most modern treatments of
the fundamentals of electromagnetism, a careful reader would certainly agree
with R.P. Feynman (Feynman, 1964, II.17-1) in being disappointed by
the contamination of the synthetic and powerful original principles with the
ad hoc additional rule aimed to the interpretation of induction phenomena
involving relative motions.
It seems that troubles became to appear in the scientific literature as
far as the difficult analysis conceived by James Clerk-Maxwell’s genius
was being subjected to simplifications proposed, at the end of the nineteenth
century, by Heaviside (1892); Hertz (1892); Lorentz (1895, 1899, 1903, 1904).
Unfortunately these efforts were performed with an unwise lack of attention
to the original well-formulated theoretical framework set up by Maxwell
(Maxwell, 1861, 1865, 1873) and by Helmholtz (Helmholtz, 1870, 1873,
1874, 1892).
The main deficitary feature consisted in the way motions of material
particles were taken into account. In fact motions were either completely
ignored, as feasible only in getting the wave equations in vacuo, or adjusted
by adding ad hoc terms in the case of simple relative translations.
The author’s point of view does not agree with a diffused opinion in
literature, see (Darrigol, 2000), according to which the treatments proposed
by Heaviside and Hertz improved Maxwell analysis by taking care of
particle motion. A direct reading of the original papers by Maxwell and
by J.J. Thomson (Maxwell, 1861, 1865; J.J. Thomson, 1893) disproves such
an opinion and reveals that the opposite holds true.
Another peculiar occurrence was the appearance of vector calculus which,
introduced by Gibbs in 1888, was soon adopted to simplify the analysis and,
published in extended form in (Gibbs, 1929), rapidly became the standard
formalism in physics and engineering of the twentieth century. Unfortunately,
with the vector symbolism physical entities were deprived of their peculiar
geometrical nature and flattened on a common algebraic platform.
As a matter of fact, the resulting unbecoming situation at the beginning
of the twentieth century was well described in the very first half page of the
celebrated Einstein’s paper dealing with electrodynamics of moving bodies.1
A surprising lack of symmetry in the interpretation of the phenomena of
electromagnetic induction between a magnet and a conductor in relative
translational motion is there described by Einstein with somewhat vague
1 (Einstein, 1905) Zur Elektrodynamik bewegter Ko¨rper. See also (Saha and Bose,
1920). A recent review is given in (Rynasiewicz, 2005).
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and unmotivated statements, evidently taken from the literature on the state
of art at that time. The very motivation of Einstein’s formulation of the
(special) relativity principle seems to stem from the intention of contributing
to the solution of this puzzling lack of symmetry. This interpretation is
confirmed by Einstein himself who in the same paper, at the end of section
6, writes: it is clear that the asymmetry mentioned in the introduction as
arising when we consider the currents produced by the relative motion of a
magnet and a conductor, now disappears. This motivation for the formulation
of the (special) relativity principle has been accredited in the subsequent
literature without known exceptions. The reason why Einstein analysis
should contribute to the disappearance of the asymmetry is however not
clarified in the original paper, not even in the subsequent relevant literature.
Although the kinematical analysis performed in (Einstein, 1905) accord-
ing to the principle of relativity led to a confirmation of the Fitzgerald-
Lorentz length-contraction and time-dilation effect and of the relativistic
velocity composition law, the conclusion about the variance of electromag-
netic vector fields, inferred in the wake of the previous treatment in (Lorentz,
1904), was affected by a misstatement. Indeed, the proper transformation
rules pertaining to physico-geometrical entities in duality, were shadowed by
the adoption of a vector analysis representation of the electromagnetic fields,
because all tangent vectors transform in the same way.
The physics of the problem indicates instead that the treatment should
be performed in terms of differential forms. In fact, starting from the inte-
gral formulation of induction laws, it is readily seen that any transformation
acting on the domain of integration will transform tangent vectors by push
(co-variance). Invariance of the scalar value of the integral then requires that
the integrand field must transform in a contra-variant way.
To get a fully satisfactory treatment of the matter a development in the
4-dimensional space-time framework is compelling. This approach enlighten
the formidable synthesis obtainable by the description of electromagnetic
phenomena through the adoption of space-time differential forms which pro-
vide an assemblage of the spatial differential forms appearing in the standard
integral laws of electromagnetic induction. In terms of space-time forms these
laws amount just in the closedness property of a couple of 4D two-forms.
Due to the natural transformation of differential forms and of exterior
derivatives under arbitrary diffeomorphic transformations, the analysis leads
immediately to the assessment of frame-invariance of the induction laws as
a consequence of frame-invariance of the space-time electromagnetic forms.
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Although being more than a century old (Hargreaves, 1908; Bateman, 1910)
the space-time formulation is however still not exposed in several modern
treatments of the foundation of electromagnetics. The powerful space-time
formulation needs however a proper extension of the correspondence between
space-time and spatial differential forms by taking into account the velocity
of the test particle. The new formula provided in the present paper is a basic
original contribution and leads to the conclusion that also spatial differential
forms and spatial laws of electromagnetic induction are frame invariant under
spatial changes of frame induced by any space-time change of frame.
An analysis in the standard matrix formalism of coordinates is devel-
oped in Sect.14-18 to explicate in detail the procedures to be followed in
computations and to reveal the inaccuracies that led subsequent treatments
in literature (Panofsky and Phillips, 1962, p.330), (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler,
1973, p.79), (Landau and Lifshits, 1987, 6. Problem 2, p.66), to comply with
the result reported in (Einstein, 1905).
The impatient reader, still not familiar with the notions of push-pull, con-
vective (Helmholtz-Lie) derivatives, differential forms and exterior deriva-
tives, could jump directly to the presentation starting in Sect.14 to grasp
quickly the novelties of the present theory and then eventually decide to fill
the gap and strive to learn about essentials of differential geometry, whose
basic items are exposed, for the readers convenience and notational clarity,
in the first sections of the paper. This last step is, in the author’s opinion,
unavoidable to get a real knowledge of what are the physical phenomena
at hand and of how to manage their simulation in a natural way. This
conviction is strengthened by the ever increasing attention of the scientific
community to a differential geometric approach (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler,
1973; Deschamps, 1970, 1981; Benn and Tucker, 1987) and to theoretical and
computational methods in electrodynamics based on a discrete Calculus on
Manifolds and Algebraic Topology (Tonti, 1995, 2002), (Bossavit, 1991, 2004,
2005), (Gross and Kotiuga, 2004), (Kurz, Auchmann and Flemisch, 2009).
Ultimately we will see that, in dealing with the laws of electromagnetic in-
duction, troubles stem from the inappropriate mathematical treatment which
is responsible in making things rather involved and often obscure.
The essential innovative feature of the treatment developed in the sequel
is the newly-conceived correspondence between space-time electromagnetic
fields and their spatial counterparts. In fact this new correspondence is
motivated and univocally determined by the requirement of ensuring that
closedness properties of the basic space-time forms representing charge con-
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servation, when translated into their spatial counterparts, will lead to the
correct form of the integral electromagnetic spatial induction laws.
Although the conclusions of the new treatment are in contrast to the state-
ment in Einstein’s first paper on special relativity, the invariance property
proved by the geometric analysis is perfectly in line with the ideas underly-
ing Einstein theory of general relativity, where invariance of physical laws
under arbitrary transformations (commonly called covariance) is postulated.
This result compels to perform a revisitation of basic issues in electro-
magnetics.
A related finding of the research which, in the author’s opinion, has a
comparable degree of importance for applications of electromagnetics, is the
conclusion that the so called Lorentz force law, which was improperly con-
ceived by Hertz, Heaviside and Lorentz, supported by Weyl, and re-
ported in all subsequent literature, is the outcome of a mistaken analysis due
to an improper treatment of frame changes, as shown in Sect.18.
The Lorentz force term is in fact absent in Maxwell’s theory and in
the noteworthy formulation of it contributed by J.J. Thomson (1893).
The elimination of the not Galilei invariant Lorentz force restores to
classical electrodynamics the scientific flavor of a well-conceived theory, in
fulfillment of the auspices expressed by R.P. Feynman when remarking the
unpleasant situation to be faced in dealing with the laws of electromagnetic
induction (Feynman, 1964, II.17-1). The topic, which compels to perform a
critical re-examination of important phenomena in electromagnetics among
which, for instance, Hall effect (Hall, 1879), homopolar induction and rail-
gun functioning, is pursued in (G. Romano, 2012).
The present treatment was motivated by an on going research about the
formulation of mechanics of continua and of electromagnetic induction by
tools of differential geometry, and especially by means of differential forms
and exterior derivatives. These geometrical objects behave in a natural way
under the action of transformations and thus provide the tools ideally suited
for the analysis of frame-invariance. After having developed the formulation
of electromagnetic laws with a proper geometric approach and with a treat-
ment independent of existing literature, the author has performed a wide
bibliographic investigation on previous contributions, as partially witnessed
by the appended list of references. This fact surely helped in being not
influenced by reproductions of previous authoritative presentations.
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2. Tensors and push-pull operations
At a point x ∈ M of a manifold M the linear space of 0th order ten-
sors (scalars) is denoted by Fun(TxM) , the linear space of tangent vectors
(velocity of curves on M ) is denoted by TxM and the dual linear space of
cotangent vectors (real valued linear maps on the tangent space) by T∗
x
M .
By reflexivity, the duality operation is involutive, so that T∗∗
x
M = TxM .
Covariant, contravariant andmixed second order tensors, henceforth sim-
ply called tensors, are scalar-valued bilinear maps over the product of two
tangent or cotangent spaces. Second order tensors can be equivalently char-
acterized as linear operators between tangent or cotangent spaces, so that
suitable compositions are meaningful. We will consider the following tensors
and relevant linear tensors spaces
sCov
x
∈ Cov(TxM) = L (TxM ,TxM ;R)= L (TxM ;T
∗
x
M) ,
sCon
x
∈ Con(TxM)= L (T
∗
x
M ,T∗
x
M ;R)= L (T∗
x
M ;TxM) ,
sMix
x
∈Mix(TxM) = L (TxM ,T
∗
x
M ;R)= L (TxM ;TxM) .
A covariant tensor γCov
x
∈ Covx(TM) is non-degenerate if
γCov
x
(a ,b) = 0 ∀b ∈ TxM =⇒ a = o.
Then γCov
x
∈ L (TxM ;T
∗
x
M) is an isomorphism (linear and invertible) with
a contravariant inverse (γCov
x
)−1 ∈ Con(TxM) = L (T
∗
x
M ;TxM) . These
tensors can be composed with covariant and contravariant tensors to trans-
form (alterate) them into mixed tensors
(γCov
x
)−1 ◦ sCov
x
∈Mix(TxM) , s
Con
x
◦ γCov
x
∈Mix(TxM) .
The generic tensor fibre is denoted by Tens(TxM) . Linear spaces of sym-
metric covariant and contravariant tensors at x ∈M are denoted Sym(TxM) ,
Sym
∗(TxM) and positive definite symmetric covariant tensors by Pos(TxM) .
A metric tensor gx ∈ Pos(TxM) is the natural candidate to be adopted for
alteration of tensors.
The pull-back of a scalar fζ(x) ∈ R along a map ζ ∈ C
0(M ;N) between
differentiable manifolds M and N , is the scalar (ζ↓f)x ∈ R defined by the
equality
(ζ↓f)x := fζ(x) .
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Given a differentiable curve c ∈ C1(R ;M) , with x = c(0) , and a differen-
tiable map ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) , the associated tangent map at x ∈ M , denoted
by Txζ ∈ L (TxM ;Tζ(x)N) is defined by the linear corresponcence
vx = ∂λ=0 c(λ) 7→ Txζ · vx = ∂λ=0 (ζ ◦ c)(λ) .
If the map ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) is invertible, the co-tangent map
T
∗
ζ(x)ζ := (Txζ)
∗ ∈ L (T∗ζ(x)ζ(M) ;T
∗
x
M) ,
is defined, for every wx ∈ TxM and v
∗
ζ(x) ∈ T
∗
ζ(x)ζ(M) , by
〈v∗ζ(x), Txζ ·wx 〉 = 〈T
∗
ζ(x)ζ · v
∗
ζ(x),wx 〉 ,
and the inverse tangent map is denoted by
T−1
ζ(x)ζ := (Txζ)
−1 ∈ L (Tζ(x)ζ(M) ;TxM) .
The push-forward of a tangent vector vx ∈ TxM is defined by the formula
(ζ↑v)ζ(x) := Txζ · vx ∈ Tζ(x)N .
The pull-back of a cotangent vector v∗ζ(x) , along an invertible differentiable
map ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) , is the cotangent vector (ζ↓v∗)x defined by invariance
〈(ζ↓v∗)x,vx 〉 = 〈v
∗
ζ(x), (ζ↑v)ζ(x) 〉 ,
so that
(ζ↓v∗)x := T
∗
ζ(x)ζ · v
∗
ζ(x) .
Pull-back and push forward, if both defined, are inverse operations. Push-
pull operations for tensors are defined by invariance.
For instance, the pull-back of a twice-covariant tensor sζ(x) ∈ Cov(Tζ(x)N)
is the a twice-covariant tensor ζ↓sζ(x) ∈ Cov(TxM) explicitly defined, for
any pair of tangent vectors ux,wx ∈ TxM , by
ζ↓sCovζ(x)(ux,wx) := s
Cov
ζ(x)(Txζ · ux, Txζ ·wx)
= 〈sCovζ(x) · Txζ · ux, Txζ ·wx 〉
= 〈T∗ζ(x)ζ · s
Cov
ζ(x) · Txζ · ux,wx 〉 .
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Push-pull relations for covariant, contravariant and mixed tensors, along a
map ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) , are then given by
ζ↓sCovζ(x)= T
∗
ζ(x)ζ ◦ s
Cov
ζ(x) ◦ Txζ ∈ Cov(TxM) ,
ζ↑sCon
x
= Txζ ◦ s
Con
x
◦ T∗ζ(x)ζ ∈ Con(Tζ(x)N) ,
ζ↑sMix
x
= Txζ ◦ s
Mix
x
◦ T−1
ζ(x)ζ ∈Mix(Tζ(x)N) .
The linear spaces of covariant and contravariant tensors are in separating
duality2 by the pairing
〈sCon
x
, sCov
x
〉 := J1
x
(sCon
x
◦ (sCov
x
)A) ,
where J1
x
denotes the linear invariant and the adjoint tensor (sCov
x
)A is
defined by the identity
(sCov
x
)A(a ,b) := sCov
x
(b , a) , ∀ a,b ∈ TxM .
Scalar-valued k-linear, alternating maps on TxM are called k-covectors
at x ∈M with linear span Altk(TxM) , where k ≤ m = dimM . Maximal-
covectors are m-covectors spanning a one-dimensional linear space denoted
by Mxf(TxM) . Covectors of order greater than m vanish identically.
A fibration in a manifold M is a projection (surjective submersion) pi ∈
C1(M ;B) on a base manifold B . A fibre M(x) is the inverse image of a
point x ∈ B by the projection. A fibre-bundle is a fibration with diffeo-
morphic fibres. A vector-bundle has linear fibres. A section of a fibration
pi ∈ C1(M ;B) is a map s ∈ C1(B ;M) such that pi ◦ s is the identity,
Forms of order k are sections ωk ∈ Λk(TM ;R) := C1(M ;Altk(TM)) .
3. Lie derivatives
The Lie derivative of a vector field w ∈ C1(M ;TM) according to a vector
field u ∈ C1(M ;TM) is defined by considering the flow Fluλ generated by
solutions of the differential equation u = ∂λ=0Fl
u
λ and by differentiating the
pull-back along the flow
Luw := ∂λ=0 (Fl
u
λ↓w) = ∂λ=0Fl
u
λ↓(w ◦ Fl
u
λ) .
2 A separating duality pairing between linear spaces is a bilinear form such that van-
ishing for any value of one of its arguments implies vanishing of the other argument.
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Let us recall that push forward along the flow Fluλ is defined in terms of the
tangent functor T as
(Fluλ↑w) ◦ Fl
u
λ := TFl
u
λ ·w ,
and that the pull back is defined by Fluλ↓ := Fl
u
−λ↑ .
Push-pull of scalar fields are just change of base points and hence the Lie
derivative of scalar fields coincides with the directional derivative.
The commutator of tangent vector fields u,w ∈ C1(M ;TM) is the skew-
symmetric tangent-vector valued operator defined by
[u ,w]f := (LuLw − LwLu)f ,
with f ∈ C1(M ;R) a scalar field. A basic theorem concerning Lie deriva-
tives states that Luw = [u ,w] and hence the commutator of tangent vector
fields is called the Lie bracket.
For any injective morphism ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) the Lie bracket enjoys the
following push-naturality property
ζ↑(Luw) = ζ↑[u ,w] = [ζ↑u , ζ↑w] = Lζ↑u ζ↑w .
For a tensor field s ∈ C1(M ;Tens(TM)) with Lie derivative
Lu s := ∂λ=0 (Fl
u
λ↓s) = ∂λ=0Fl
u
λ↓(s ◦ Fl
u
λ) ,
the push-naturality property extends to
ζ↑(Lu s) = L(ζ↑u) (ζ↑s) .
4. Stokes’ formula
The modern way to integral transformations is to consider maximal-forms
as geometric objects to be integrated over a (orientable) manifold. For any
given manifold with boundary, the notion of exterior differential of a form is
conceived to transform the integral of a form over the boundary into an inte-
gral over the manifold. The resulting formula is the generalization of the fun-
damental formula of integral calculus to manifolds of finite dimension higher
than one. As quoted by de Rham (1955), according to Segre (1951), this
general integral transformation was considered by Volterra (1889); Poincare´
(1895); Brouwer (1906).
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It includes as special cases the classical formulae due to Gauss, Green,
Ostrogradski and toAmpe`re,Kelvin, Hamel. The formula for surfaces
in 3D space was communicated by Kelvin to Stokes and was taught by
him at Cambridge. In its modern general formulation Stokes formula could
rather be renamed Volterra-Poincare´-Brouwer formula.
Definition 4.1 (Stokes formula for the exterior derivative). In a m-
dimensional manifold M , let Ω be any n-dimensional submanifold (m ≥ n )
with (n − 1)-dimensional boundary manifold ∂Ω . The exterior derivative
dω ∈ C1(M ;Alt(n+1)(TM)) of a n-form ω ∈ C1(M ;Altn(TM)) is the
(n+ 1)-form such that ∫
Ω
dω =
∫
∂Ω
ω .
To underline duality between the boundary operator and the exterior differ-
entiation, Stokes formula may be rewritten as
〈dω,Ω〉 = 〈ω, ∂Ω〉 .
Being ∂∂Ω = 0 for any chain of manifolds Ω it follows that also ddω = 0
for any form ω .
Figure 1: Geometric homotopy formula (n=1)
Lemma 4.1 (Extrusion formula). Let ζ ∈ C1(Ω × R ;M × R) be an
extrusion-map defined by
Ω×R
ζλ //
piR,Ω×R 
M×R
piR,M×R
R
shλ //R
⇐⇒ piR,M×R ◦ ζλ = shλ ◦ piR,Ω×R ,
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with λ ∈ R extrusion-time and vζ := ∂λ=0 ζλ extrusion-velocity field. Then
the exterior derivative dω fulfills the extrusion formula
∂λ=0
∫
ζλ(Ω)
ω =
∫
Ω
(dω) · vζ +
∮
Ω
(ω · vζ) .
Proof. The first item is the geometric homotopy formula depicted in fig.1
relating the chain generated by the extrusion of a manifold and its boundary
chain
∂(Jζ(Ω, λ)) = ζλ(Ω)−Ω− Jζ(∂Ω, λ) ,
The signs in the formula are due to the following choice. The orientation
of the (n+ 1)-dimensional flow tube Jζ(Ω, λ) induces an orientation on its
boundary ∂(Jζ(Ω, λ)) . Assuming on ζλ(Ω) this orientation, it follows that
ζ0(Ω) = Ω has the opposite orientation and the same holds for Jζ(∂Ω, λ) .
Let us consider a (n − 1)-form ω defined in the manifold spanned by
extrusion of the manifold Ω , so that the geometric homotopy formula gives∫
ζλ(Ω)
ω =
∮
∂(Jζ(Ω,λ))
ω +
∫
Jζ(∂Ω,λ)
ω +
∫
Ω
ω ,
Differentiation with respect to the extrusion-time yields
∂λ=0
∫
ζλ(Ω)
ω = ∂λ=0
∮
∂(Jζ(Ω,λ))
ω + ∂λ=0
∫
Jζ(∂Ω,λ)
ω .
Then, denoting by vζ := ∂λ=0 ζλ the velocity field of the extrusion, applying
Stokes formula and taking into account that by Fubini theorem
∂λ=0
∫
Jζ(Ω,λ)
dω =
∫
Ω
(dω) · vζ , ∂λ=0
∫
Jζ(∂Ω,λ)
ω =
∮
∂Ω
ω · vζ ,
we get the result. 
Lemma 4.2 (Differential homotopy formula). The differential homotopy
formula, also named H. Cartan magic formula, reveals that the Lie deriva-
tive L and the exterior derivative d are related by
Lvω = d(ω · v) + (dω) · v .
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Proof. Applying Stokes formula to the last term in the extrusion formula
we get
∂λ=0
∫
ζλ(Ω)
ω =
∫
Ω
(dω) · vζ +
∫
Ω
d(ω · vζ) .
On the other hand, the time-rate of the integral pull-back transformation
leads to Reynolds formula
∂λ=0
∫
ζλ(Ω)
ω =
∫
Ω
∂λ=0 (ζλ↓ω) =
∫
Ω
Lvζ ω .
Equating r.h.s. of both formulas, setting v = vζ , gives the result. 
This recursive formula for the exterior derivative of a n-form ω in terms
of Lie derivative of forms of decreasing order, associated with the recursive
Leibniz formula
Lv ω ·w := Lv(ω ·w)− ω · Lvw ,
yields a recursive formula for the exterior derivative of a n-form ω in terms
of Lie brackets between vector fields (G. Romano, 2007)
dω · v ·w = Lv(ω ·w)− d(ω · v) ·w − ω · [v ,w] .
The recursion from the (n + 1)-form dω · v · w1 . . . · wn till the 0-form
d(ω · w1 . . . · wn) · v = Lv(ω · w1 . . . · wn) yields Palais formula (Palais,
1954) which for n = 1 writes
dω1 · v ·w= (Lv ω
1) ·w − d(ω1 · v) ·w
= dv (ω
1 ·w)− ω1 · [v ,w]− dw (ω
1 · v) .
The exterior derivative of a differential 1-form is a two-form which is well-
defined by Palais formula because the expression at the r.h.s. fulfills the
tensoriality criterion.
The value of the exterior derivative at a point is independent of the ex-
tension of argument vectors to vector fields, extension needed to compute
the involved directional and Lie derivatives.
Boundaryless surfaces are said to be closed, and hence differential n-forms
such that dω = 0 are called closed forms.
An m-dimensional manifold M is a star-shaped manifold if there exists
a point x0 ∈M and a homotopy hλ ∈ C
1(M ;M) , continuous in λ ∈ [0, 1] ,
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such that h1 is the identity map, i.e. h1(x) = x for all x ∈ M , and h0
is the constant map h0(x) = x0 for all x ∈ M . This homotopy is called a
contraction to x0 ∈ M . The proof of the following result may be found in
(G. Romano, 2007).
Lemma 4.3 (Poincare´). Let ωk be a form and hλ ∈ C
1(M ;M) an ho-
motopy on M with velocity vµ = ∂µ=λ hµ ◦ h
−1
λ ∈ C
1(M ;TM) . Then we
have the formula
ωk = dα(k−1) + γk ,
α(k−1) =
∫ 1
0
hλ↓(ω
k · v) dλ , γk =
∫ 1
0
hλ↓(dω
k · v) dλ .
If dωk = 0 the form ωk is exact being ωk = dα(k−1) . This is known as
Poincare´ Lemma: in a star-shaped manifold any closed form is exact.
Lemma 4.4 (Commutation of exterior derivatives and pushes). The
pull back of a form by an injective immersion ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) and the exterior
derivative of differential forms commute
dM ◦ ζ↓ = ζ↓ ◦ dN .
Proof. For any k-form ωk ∈ Λk(N ;R) we have that ζ↓ωk ∈ Λk(M ;R)
and the image of any (k + 1)-dimensional chain Sk+1 ⊂ M by the injective
immersion ζ ∈ C1(M ;N) is still a (k + 1)-dimensional chain ζ(Sk+1) ⊂ N .
Then, by Stokes and integral pull-back formulas, the equality∫
Sk+1
dM(ζ↓ω
k) =
∮
∂Sk+1
ζ↓ωk =
∮
ζ(∂Sk+1)
ωk
=
∮
∂ζ(Sk+1)
ωk =
∫
ζ(Sk+1)
dNω
k =
∫
Sk+1
ζ↓(dNω
k) ,
following from the property ζ(∂Sk+1) = ∂ζ(Sk+1) , yields the result. 
5. Events manifold and observers
The events manifold M is a 4-dimensional star-shaped orientable man-
ifold without boundary. The exterior derivative in the events manifold M
will be denoted by d .
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The main action of an observer is to detect a criterion for simultaneity of
events. In geometrical terms this action may be described as a slicing of the
events manifold in disjoint slices of simultaneous events.
A geometric definition is the following.
Definition 5.1 (Slicing). A slicing s ∈ Λ1(M ;R) of the events manifold
is a smooth closed one-form in M , i.e. a smooth field of covectors such that
ds = 0 .
Lemma 5.1 (Spatial foliation). Tangent vector fields in the kernel of the
slicing one-form s define an integrable distribution3 which foliates the events
manifold into 3-dimensional spatial slices.
Proof. By star-shapedness and Poincare´ Lemma 4.3, closure is equivalent
to exactness so that we may set
s = dt , with t ∈ C1(M ;Fun(TM)) ,
a scalar field called the time scale. By virtue of the equality
Lv1v2 = −Lv2v1 = [v1 ,v2] = v1v2 − v2v1 ,
being 〈dt, [v1 ,v2]〉 = [v1 ,v2] t = (v1v2 − v2v1) t , Frobenius condition for
the kernel distribution{
〈dt,v1 〉 = 0
〈dt,v2 〉 = 0
=⇒ 〈dt, [v1 ,v2]〉 = 0 ,
is fulfilled. 
Definition 5.2 (Time-frame and tuning). A time-frame is a tangent vec-
tor field u ∈ C1(M ;TM) in the events manifold, transversal to the slicing,
that is
〈s,u〉 6= 0 .
A tuned time-frame is such that 〈dt,u〉 = 1 .
3 A distribution D in the tangent bundle is a subbundle whose fibres are linear sub-
spaces of the tangent spaces. Integrability means that fibres are tangent spaces to integral
submanifolds that foliate the tangent manifold into disjoint leaves. Integrability of a dis-
tribution is assured by Frobenius condition v1,v2 ∈ D =⇒ [v1 ,v2] ∈ D .
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Definition 5.3 (Framing). A space-time framing 4 is a couple formed by
a slicing and a time-frame. In geometric terms it can be defined as a section
(u ,s) ∈ C1(M ;TM×M T
∗
M)
of theWhitney product bundle 5of tangent and cotangent bundles, such that
ds= 0 , 〈s,u〉 6= 0 .
In a tuned framing 〈s,u〉 = 1 .6
Lemma 5.2 (Tunability). Any framing (u ,s) ∈ C1(M ;TM×MT
∗M) is
tunable.
Proof. Frobenius integrability of the kernel-distribution of s may be
equivalently expressed by the condition
s ∧ ds = 0 .
For any scalar field f ∈ C1(M ;Fun(TM)) we have that
d (fs) = f ds+ d f ∧s .
This relation ensures integrability of the kernel-distribution of fs since
d (fs) ∧ (fs) = f d (fs) ∧s = f(fds ∧s+ d f ∧s ∧s) = 0 .
Tuning is realized by setting f = 〈s,u〉−1 . 
4 In the spirit of general relativity theory, arbitrary automorphisms in the events man-
ifold will be considered as change of slicing. Two slicings may be then highly deformed
when seen one from the other, so that the usual notion of rigid observer is not adequate.
5The Whitney product of linear bundles piM,N ∈ C
1(N ;M) and piM,H ∈ C
1(H ;M) ,
over the same base manifold M , is the linear bundle defined by the rule (Saunders, 1989):
N×M H := { (n ,h) ∈ N×H : piM,N(n) = piM,H(h) } .
6 A tuned framing may be defined by a field of projectors of rank one R := s ⊗ u ,
idempotency R2 = R being equivalent to 〈s,u〉 = 1 (Marmo and Preziosi, 2006).
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The framing induced in the events manifold by an observer may be de-
scribed by as the drawing of the following two transversal families of sub-
manifolds
• a 3D quotient manifold of 1D time-lines,
• a 1D quotient manifold of 3D space-slices.
Lemma 5.3 (Space-time split). Tangent vectors w ∈ TeM may be split
in a unique way into a spatial and a temporal component such that{
w = wS +wZ ,
wZ = k u , 〈s,wS 〉 = 0 .
Then wZ = 〈dt,w 〉u and wS = w −wZ .
7
Proof. The evaluation 〈s,w〉 = 〈s,wS 〉+ 〈s,wZ 〉 = k 〈s,u〉 gives the
result. In a tuned framing k = 〈s,w〉 . 
Under the action of a framing (u ,s) ∈ C1(M ;TM×MT
∗M) the tangent
bundle TM is thus split into a Whitney bundle VM ×M HM of time-
vertical and time-horizontal vectors.
The 3-D fibers of VM are in the kernel of s ∈ Λ1(TM) while the 1-D
fibers of HM are lines generated by the time-frame u ∈ C1(M ;TM) .
Both subbundles of TM are integrable.
The spatial projection pi↑ ∈ C1(TM ;VM) and the spatial immersion
i↑ ∈ C1(VM ;TM) are homomorphisms 8 related by
pi↑ ◦ i↑ = idVM .
We underline that these homomorphisms are not tangent maps of morphisms.
The ↑ notation is however adopted for notational uniformity with the push-
pull action on maps between manifolds.
7 The symbol Z is taken from the German word Zeit for Time.
8A morphism is a fibre preserving map between fibre-bundles. A homomorphism is a
fibrewise linear morphism between vector-bundles.
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Definition 5.4 (Space-time extension and spatial restriction). We de-
note by pi↓ω ∈ Λ1(TM ;R) the space-time extension of the spatial form
ω ∈ Λ1(VM ;R) , defined according to the duality relation
〈pi↓ω,h〉 := 〈ω,pi↑h〉 , ∀h ∈ C1(M ;TM) ,
and by i↓α ∈ Λ1(VM ;R) the spatial restriction of the space-time form
α ∈ Λ1(TM ;R) , defined according to the duality relation
〈 i↓α,v 〉 := 〈α, i↑v 〉 , ∀v ∈ C1(M ;VM) ,
so that
i↓ ◦ pi↓ = idAlt1(VM)
Analogous definitions holds for higher order forms.
Definition 5.5 (Charts). A space-time chart is a local diffeomorphism from
a set in the events manifold onto an open set of R4 . A coordinate system is
the inverse of a chart. The chart is adapted to a given framing if one fam-
ily of coordinate lines is envelop of the time-frame field and the other three
families define coordinate systems in the spatial slicings.
6. Trajectory and motion
The trajectory T is a non-linear manifold characterized by an injective
immersion iT ,M ∈ C
1(T ;M) which is such that the immersed trajec-
tory T M := iT ,M(T ) ⊂M is a submanifold of the events manifold.
9
The motion detected in a given framing, is a one-parameter family of au-
tomorphisms 10 ϕα ∈ C
1(T ; T ) of the trajectory time-bundle over the
time shift shα ∈ C
1(R ;R) , defined by shα(t) := t + α with t ∈ R
time-instant and α ∈ R time-lapse, described by the commutative
diagram
T
ϕα //
piR,T 
T
piR,T
R
shα //R
⇐⇒ piR,T ◦ϕα = shα ◦ piR,T ,
which expresses the simultaneity preservation property of motion.
9 Events in the immersed trajectory are represented by coordinates in the events man-
ifold, whose dimensionality may be higher than the one of the trajectory manifold.
10 An automorphism is an invertible morphism from a fibre-bundle onto itself.
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The trajectory velocity v ∈ C1(T ;TT ) is defined by
v := ∂α=0ϕα .
The temporal-projection and the temporal-immersion are denoted by
iZ↑ ∈ C
1(HM ;TM) , piZ↑ ∈ C
1(TM ;HM) ,
so that piZ↑ ◦ iZ↑ = idHM . Since motion is time-parametrized, 〈dt,v〉 = 1
and the time component of the trajectory velocity is given by
vZ = piZ↑v , iZ↑vZ = u ,
with the spatial component vS := pi↑v , so that i↑vS = v− u .
7. Space-Time and Material-Time splits of forms
The next Lemma shows that a k-form on the events m-manifold M is
seen in a framing (u , dt) as equivalent to a pair of forms, respectively of
degree k and k − 1 , in spatial subbundle VM . The result enables one to
compare the formulation of electrodynamics in four-dimensional space-time
with the standard formulation in three-dimensional space.
Lemma 7.1 (Space-time split of forms). A tuned framing
(u , dt) ∈ C1(M ;TM×M T
∗
M)
induces in the space-time manifold a one-to-one correspondence between a
form ωk
TM ∈ Λ
k(TM ;R) and a couple of spatial forms, according to the
relations
ωk
VM := i↓ω
k
TM ∈ Λ
k(VM ;R) ,
ωk−1
VM
:= i↓(ωk
TM
· u) ∈ Λk−1(VM ;R) ,
with the inverse split formula
ωk
TM = pi↓ω
k
VM + dt ∧ (pi↓ω
k−1
VM
) .
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Proof. Setting k = 2 for simplicity and pi↑δei = δxi , 〈dt, δei 〉 = δti , for
i = 1, 2 , we have that
δei = δti u+ i↑δxi ∈ TM ,
being pi↑u = 0 . Then
(pi↓ω2
VM) · (δe1 , δe2) = ω
2
VM · (δx1 , δx2)
= (i↓ω2
TM
) · (δx1 , δx2)
= ω2
TM
· (i↑δx1 , i↑δx2) ,
and the definition of exterior product gives
dt ∧ (pi↓ω1
VM
) · (δe1 , δe2)
= (ω2
TM · u · (i↑δx2)) δt1 − (ω
2
TM · u · (i↑δx1)) δt2 .
The comparison with the evaluation
ω2
TM · (δe1 , δe2) =ω
2
TM · (δt1 u+ i↑δx1 , δt2 u+ i↑δx2)
= δt1 δt2 (ω
2
TM · u · u)
+ω2
TM
· (i↑δx1) · (i↑δx2)
+ (ω2
TM
· u · (i↑δx2)) δt1 − (ω
2
TM
· u · (i↑δx1)) δt2 ,
taking into account that ω2
TM · u · u = 0 , yields the result. 
The split formula provided in Lemma 7.1 reproduces the notion first in-
troduced by E´. Cartan (1924) and thenceforth taken as standard reference in
literature on electrodynamics. However the special assumption of vanishing
velocity made as a rule in these treatments can be a source of confusion and
even of incorrect statements.
A crucial role in the new theory of electrodynamics that we are developing,
is played in fact by the attention devoted to the motion of the test particle.
In this respect, the new result marks the difference from previous treatments
providing a more general split in which the trajectory velocity is taken into
due account.
The time-vertical subbundle VT induced in the trajectory manifold by
a framing (u ,s) ∈ C1(M ;TM×M T
∗M) is named the material bundle.
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Lemma 7.2 (Material-Time split of forms). A tuned framing
(u , dt) ∈ C1(T ;TT ×M T
∗T )
induces in the trajectory manifold a one-to-one correspondence between a
trajectory form ωk
TT ∈ Λ
k(TT ;R) and a couple of material forms, according
to the relations
ωk
VT := i↓ω
k
TT ∈ Λ
k(VT ;R) ,
ωk−1
VT := i↓(ω
k
TT · v) ∈ Λ
k−1(VT ;R) ,
with the inverse split formula
ωk
TT = pi↓ω
k
VT + dt ∧ (pi↓ω
k−1
VT − (pi↓ω
k
VT ) · v) .
Proof. The statement may be checked by a direct verification along the
lines of the preceeding Lemma 7.1. To help in seeing this, let us express
the time-arrow in terms of the trajectory velocity v ∈ C1(T ;TT ) by the
substitution
u = v − i↑pi↑v ,
so that
δei = δti (v− i↑pi↑v) + i↑δxi ∈ TM .
Then, observing that
dt ∧ (pi↓ω1
VT ) · (δe1 , δe2)
= (ω2
TM
· v · (i↑δx2)) δt1 − (ω
2
TM
· v · (i↑δx1)) δt2 ,
dt ∧ ((pi↓ω2
VT ) · v) · (δe1 , δe2)
= (ω2
VT · pi↑v · δx2) δt1 − (ω
2
VT · pi↑v · δx1) δt2
= (ω2
TT · i↑pi↑v · i↑δx2) δt1 − (ω
2
TT · i↑pi↑v · i↑δx1) δt2 ,
a direct comparison, as in Lemma 7.1, yields the result. 
Lemma 7.3 (Spatialization of exterior derivatives). Spatial restriction
and the exterior derivatives, d in the space-time manifold M and dS in
the spatial bundle fulfill, for k ≤ 2 , the commutative diagram
Λk(TM ;R)
d //
i↓

Λk+1(TM ;R)
i↓

Λk(VM ;R)
dS // Λk+1(VM ;R)
⇐⇒ i↓ ◦ d = dS ◦ i↓ .
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Proof. Let us consider a k-form ωk ∈ Λk(M ;R) and a (k+1)-dimensional
chain Sk+1 lying a space-slice Mt ⊂M . Then, denoting by i ∈ C
1(Mt ;M)
the injective immersion of the space-slice in the events manifold, the proof
may be carried out as in Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 7.4 (Spatialization of Lie derivatives). The spatial restriction
of a Lie derivative Lv along the motion defines a spatial differential op-
erator LS
v
which is the homomorphism of spatial-forms bundle fulfilling the
commutative diagram
Λk(TM ;R)
Lv //
i↓

Λk(TM ;R)
i↓

Λk(VM ;R)
LSv // Λk(VM ;R)
⇐⇒ LS
v
◦ i↓ = i↓ ◦ Lv .
Proof. Since the motion preserves simultaneity, a spatial bundle homomor-
phism ϕSα↑ ∈ C
1(VM ;VM) is defined by the commutative diagram
TM
ϕα↑ // TM
VM
i↑
OO
ϕSα↑ // VM
i↑
OO
⇐⇒ i↑ ◦ϕSα↑ = ϕα↑ ◦ i↑ .
The homomorphism ϕSα↑ is the tangent map of a morphism ϕ
S
α,t ∈ C
1(Mt ;Mt)
only when restricted to a spatial slice Mt . A direct computation, for any
aS ∈ C
1(M ;VM) , gives
(i↓Lv ω
k
TM
)(aS) = (Lv ω
k
TM
)(i↑aS)
= ∂α=0 (ϕα↓ω
k
TM)(i↑aS)
= ∂α=0 ω
k
TM(ϕα↑i↑aS)
= ∂α=0 ω
k
TM(i↑ϕ
S
α↑aS)
= ∂α=0 (i↓ω
k
TM
)(ϕSα↑aS) = L
S
v
(i↓ωk
TM
)(aS) ,
which provides the definition of LS
v
and the result. 
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Lemma 7.5 (Spatialization of a contracted form). Let us consider a
form ωk
TM
∈ Λk(TM ;R) on the space-time manifold and a time-vertical
vector field w ∈ C1(M ;TM) so that w = i↑wS with wS ∈ C
1(M ;VM) .
Then
i↓(ωk
TM ·w) = (i↓ω
k
TM) ·wS .
Proof. For any aS ∈ C
1(M ;VM)
i↓(ωk
TM ·w)(aS)= (ω
k
TM ·w)(i↑aS) = ω
k
TM(i↑wS , i↑aS)
= (i↓ωk
TM)(wS , aS) ,
which gives the result. 
8. Space-time formulations of electromagnetics
The space-time formulation of electromagnetic induction laws, in terms
of conservation laws of two basic tensor fields, was first proposed by Bateman
(1910) on the basis of earlier work by Hargreaves (1908) on invariant integral
forms and is reported in the treatise (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960, Ch. F).
An early treatment in terms of differential forms was formulated in (E´. Cartan,
1924, p. 17-19) and a detailed revisitation in the context of relativity theory
may be found in (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler, 1973).
A brand new approach is adopted here on the basis of the material-time
split introduced in Lemma 7.2.
The electric and magnetic induction rules take their most concise and
elegant form when expressed, in the space-time manifold M , in terms of the
Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell electromagnetic two- and three-forms
Ω2
F
,Ω2
A
∈ Λ2(TM ;R) , Ω3
F
,Ω3
A
∈ Λ3(TM ;R) .
The treatment developed below extends the classical one introduced by
E´. Cartan (1924, p. 17-19), where body motion is not taken into account.
The formulation of Faraday induction law is expressed in terms of the
forms Ω2
F
∈ Λ2(TM ;R) and Ω3
F
∈ Λ3(TM ;R) , by the condition∮
∂C3
Ω2
F
=
∫
C3
Ω3
F
⇐⇒ dΩ2
F
= Ω3
F
.
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In the same way, the Ampe`re-Maxwell induction law is expressed, in
terms of the forms Ω2
A
∈ Λ2(TM ;R) and Ω3
A
∈ Λ3(TM ;R) , by the con-
dition ∮
∂C3
Ω2
A
=
∫
C3
Ω3
A
⇐⇒ dΩ2
A
= Ω3
A
,
where equivalences hold by Stokes formula Def.4.1.
Since the events manifold M is assumed to be star-shaped, Poincare´
Lemma 4.3 assures that Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell induction law
are equivalent to the closure properties
dΩ3
F
= 0 ,
dΩ3
A
= 0 ,
and, by Stokes formula, to the integral conditions∮
∂C4
Ω3
F
= 0 ,
∮
∂C4
Ω3
A
= 0 ,
which respectively express conservation of electric and magnetic charges.
In the next sections we will show how to get the standard spatial laws of
electromagnetic induction out of the synthetic expressions in terms of space-
time forms by resorting to the split induced by a framing.
9. Faraday law in the trajectory manifold
In standard electromagnetic theory it is assumed that Ω3
F
= 0 a condition
inferred from the experimental fact that magnetic monopoles and magnetic
currents are still undiscovered.
Then, recalling that v := ∂α=0ϕα ∈ C
1(T ;TT ) is the trajectory velocity,
from Lemma 7.2 we infer the following statement.
Proposition 9.1 (Electric field and magnetic vortex). The electric cir-
culation and the magnetic vortex in the body in motion are got from the elec-
tromagnetic two-form Ω2
F
in the trajectory bundle TT by pull-back to the
material bundle VT , as follows
ω2
B
= i↓Ω2
F
∈ Λ2(VT ;R) , magnetic vortex
ω1
E
= −i↓(Ω2
F
· v) ∈ Λ1(VT ;R) , electric circulation
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with the inverse split formula
Ω2
F
= pi↓ω2
B
− dt ∧ (pi↓ω1
E
+ (pi↓ω2
B
) · v) .
Proposition 9.2 (Faraday law). Closedness of Faraday two-form in the
trajectory manifold is equivalent to the material Gauss law for the magnetic
vortex and to the material Faraday induction law, i.e.
dΩ2
F
= 0 ⇐⇒
{
dS ω
2
B
= 0 ,
LS
v
ω2
B
+ dS ω
1
E
= 0 ,
and to integral formulation
∂α=0
∫
ϕSα(S
in)
ω2
B
= −
∮
∂S in
ω1
E
,
for any inner oriented 11 material surface S in .
Proof. Recalling the commutativity properties stated in Lemmata 7.2,7.3,7.4
and the homotopy formula (Lemma 4.2)
(dΩ2
F
) · v = LvΩ
2
F
− d (Ω2
F
· v) ,
from Lemma 7.1 we infer that

i↓(dΩ2
F
)= dS (i↓Ω
2
F
) = dS ω
2
B
,
i↓(dΩ2
F
· v)= i↓(LvΩ
2
F
− d (Ω2
F
· v))
= LS
v
(i↓Ω2
F
)− dS (i↓(Ω
2
F
· v))
= LS
v
ω2
B
+ dS ω
1
E
,
and the result follows. 
11 Inner and outer oriented manifolds and of even and odd differential forms are treated
in (Schouten, 1951; Tonti, 1995; G. Romano, 2012). Odd forms change sign under change
of orientation while even forms do not. Even forms represent circulations and vortices,
odd forms have the meaning of sources, winding around and flux through.
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10. Ampere law in the trajectory manifold
Let us now turn to the Ampe`re-Maxwell induction law. Again from
Lemmata 7.2,7.3,7.4 we infer the following statement.
Proposition 10.1 (Electric flux, magnetic winding, charge, current).
Electric flux ω2
D
, magnetic winding ω1
H
, electric current flux ω2
J
and elec-
tric charge ρ3 are got by pull-back to the material bundle VT , as follows
ω2
D
= i↓Ω2
A
∈ Λ2(VT ;R) , electric displacement flux
ω1
H
= i↓(Ω2
A
· v) ∈ Λ1(VT ;R) , magnetic winding
ρ3= i↓Ω3
A
∈ Λ3(VT ;R) , electric charge
ω2
J
= −i↓(Ω3
A
· v) ∈ Λ2(VT ;R) , electric current flux
with the inverse split formulae
Ω2
A
= pi↓ω2
D
+ dt ∧ (pi↓ω1
H
− (pi↓ω2
D
) · v) ,
Ω3
A
= pi↓ρ3 − dt ∧ (pi↓ω2
J
+ (pi↓ρ3) · v) .
Proposition 10.2 (Charge conservation law). Closedness of Ampe`re-
Maxwell three-form in the trajectory manifold is equivalent to the material
conservation law for the electric charge, i.e.
dΩ3
A
= 0 ⇐⇒ Lv ρ
3 + dS ω
2
J
= 0 ,
and to the integral formulation
∂α=0
∫
ϕα(C
out)
ρ3 +
∮
∂Cout
ω2
J
= 0 ,
for any outer oriented material control volume Cout .
Proof. By the homotopy formula of Lemma 4.2 we have that
(dΩ3
A
) · v = LvΩ
3
A
− d (Ω3
A
· v) .
Recalling the commutation properties stated in Lemmata 7.3,7.4, the pull-
back of the Lie derivative and of the exterior derivative at the r.h.s. may be
written as {
i↓(LvΩ
3
A
) = LS
v
(i↓Ω3
A
) = LS
v
ρ3 ,
i↓d (Ω3
A
· v)= dS (i↓(Ω
3
A
· v)) = −dS ω
2
J
.
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According to Lemma 7.2, the condition dΩ3
A
= 0 is equivalent to the pair
of conditions 

i↓(dΩ3
A
) = 0 ,
i↓(dΩ3
A
· v)= LS
v
(i↓Ω3
A
)− dS (i↓(Ω
3
A
· v))
= LS
v
ρ3 + dS ω
2
J
= 0 .
The former holds trivially by the vanishing of the 4-form i↓(dΩ3
A
) in a 3D
spatial slice, while the latter is the charge conservation law. 
Proposition 10.3 (Ampe`re-Maxwell law). Ampe`re-Maxwell law in
the space-time manifold is equivalent to the spatial Gauss law for the electric
displacement flux and to the spatial Ampe`re-Maxwell induction law, i.e.
dΩ2
A
= Ω3
A
⇐⇒
{
dS ω
2
D
= ρ3 ,
LS
v
ω2
D
− dS ω
1
H
= −ω2
J
,
and in integral formulation∫
Cout
ρ3 =
∫
∂Cout
ω2
D
,
∂α=0
∫
ϕα(S
out)
ω2
D
+
∫
Sout
ω2
J
=
∮
∂Sout
ω1
H
,
for any outer oriented material control volume Cout and surface Sout .
Proof. By Lemmata 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and the homotopy formula, we get the
equalities 

i↓Ω3
A
= ρ3 ,
i↓(dΩ2
A
) = dS (i↓Ω
2
A
) = dS ω
2
D
,
i↓(Ω3
A
· v)= −ω2
J
,
i↓(dΩ2
A
· v)= i↓(LvΩ
2
A
)− i↓(d (Ω2
A
· v))
= LS
v
(i↓Ω2
A
)− dS (i↓(Ω
2
A
· v))
= LS
v
ω2
D
− dS ω
1
H
,
and hence the result. 
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11. Electromagnetic potentials in space-time
In conclusion, we see that the laws of electrodynamic induction are writ-
ten and discussed in the simplest way, from the geometric point of view,
when formulated in a 4-dimensional space-time manifold M .
The physical interpretation is however more cryptic than in the standard
3-dimensional spatial treatment, since the familiar picture, provided by the
everyday space-time splitting, is lost.
The mathematical expressions of magnetic and electric charge balance
laws in the space-time manifold are respectively given by

dΩ3
F
= 0 ⇐⇒
∮
∂C4
Ω3
F
= 0 ,
dΩ3
A
= 0 ⇐⇒
∮
∂C4
Ω3
A
= 0 ,
to hold for all 4-dimensional submanifold C4 ⊂M .
These closedness properties are respectively equivalent to assume that ab-
sence of bulk sources of magnetic or electric charges is found by any observer
testing the charge balance laws.
By Poincare´ Lemma, the closedness conditions above are equivalent to
the potentiality requirements {
Ω3
F
= dΩ2
F
,
Ω3
A
= dΩ2
A
,
which in turn have been previously shown to be equivalent to the differen-
tial Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell induction laws in space-time. The
integral expression are given by

∫
C3
Ω3
F
=
∮
∂C3
Ω2
F
,
∫
C3
Ω3
A
=
∮
∂C3
Ω2
A
,
to hold for all 3-dimensional submanifold C3 ⊂M .
Under the usual assumption that Ω3
F
= 0 , Faraday law of electromag-
netic induction is expressed by∮
∂C3
Ω2
F
= 0 ⇐⇒ 0= dΩ2
F
⇐⇒ Ω2
F
= dΩ1
F
,
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for all 3-dimensional submanifold C3 ⊂ M . Faraday law may also be
expressed, for all 2-dimensional submanifold C2 ⊂M , as an action principle
∂α=0
∫
δϕα(C
2)
Ω2
F
=
∮
∂C2
Ω2
F
· δv ,
where δϕα ∈ C
1(C2 ;M) is any virtual motion in the events manifold with
velocity δv = ∂α=0 δϕα ∈ C
1(C2 ;TM) . Indeed by Reynolds transport
formula and Stokes formula, the above integral condition is equivalent to
the differential condition
LδvΩ
2
F
= d (Ω2
F
· δv) ,
which, by the homotopy formula and the arbitrariness of the virtual velocity
δv ∈ C1(C2 ;TM) , is in turn equivalent to dΩ2
F
= 0 .
The space-time potential one-form Ω1
F
∈ Λ1(TM ;R) , called electro-
magnetic potential, is related to the spatial magnetic potential one-form
ω1
B
∈ Λ1(VT ;R) and to the scalar potential VE ∈ Λ
0(VT ;R) by the
pull-backs
ω1
B
= i↓Ω1
F
,
−VE= i↓(Ω
1
F
· v) ,
with the inverse split formula
Ω1
F
= pi↓ω1
B
− dt ∧ (pi↓VE + (pi↓ω
1
B
) · v) .
Recalling the differential homotopy formula and the commutativity property
assessed in Lemma 4.4, and the expression of the spatial magnetic potential
one-form ω1
B
and of the scalar electric potential VE , the relation Ω
2
F
= dΩ1
F
yield the following expression of the electric field
−dS VE= dS (i↓(Ω
1
F
· v)) = i↓d (Ω1
F
· v)
= i↓(LvΩ
1
F
−Ω2
F
· v) = LS
v
(i↓Ω1
F
)− i↓(Ω2
F
· v)
= LS
v
ω1
B
+ ω1
E
.
12. Changes of frame
A change of frame is an automorphism ζM ∈ C
1(M ;M) of the events
manifold.
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A relative motion ζ ∈ C1(T ; Tζ) is a diffeomorphism between trajec-
tory manifolds, induced by a change of frame according to the commutative
diagram
M
ζM
!!
T
iM,Too
ζ // Tζ
ζ−1
oo
iM,Tζ //M
⇐⇒ iTζ ,M ◦ ζ = ζM ◦ iT ,M ,
with iT ,M ∈ C
1(T ;M) and iTζ ,M ∈ C
1(Tζ ;M) injective immersions.
Lemma 12.1 (Pushed framings). A framing
(u ,s) ∈ C1(M ;TM×M T
∗
M) ,
is transformed by a change of frame ζM ∈ C
1(M ;M) into the pushed framing
defined by
(uζ ,sζ) := (ζM↑u , ζM↑s) ∈ C
1(M ;TM×M T
∗
M) .
If the framing (u ,s) is tuned also the pushed framing will be such.
Proof. The properties in Def.5.3 are easily checked as follows
〈ζM↑s, ζM↑u〉= 〈s,u〉 ◦ ζ
−1
M ,
d (ζM↑s)= ζM↑(ds) .
Moreover, setting tζ = t ◦ ζ
−1
M we have that
s = dt =⇒ ζM↑s = ζM↑(dt) = d (t ◦ ζ
−1
M
) = d tζ .
Persistence of tuning follows from 〈sζ,uζ 〉 = ζM↑〈s,u〉 = 1 . 
Trajectories and motions ϕα ∈ C
1(T ; T ) and ζ↑ϕα ∈ C
1(Tζ ; Tζ) , de-
tected by observers in relative motion ζ ∈ C1(T ; Tζ) , as evaluated by the
unpushed observer, are related by the commutative diagram
Tζ
ζ↑ϕα // Tζ
T
ϕα //
ζ
OO
T
ζ
OO ⇐⇒ (ζ↑ϕα) ◦ ζ = ζ ◦ϕα .
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Definition 12.1 (Frame-invariance). A tensor field on the trajectory man-
ifold s ∈ C1(T ;Tens(VT )) is frame-invariant if under the action of a rel-
ative motion ζ ∈ C1(T ; Tζ) it varies according to push
sζ = ζ↑sT .
A relation involving tensor fields is frame-invariant if it transform by push,
the pushed relation being defined by the property that is it fulfilled by tensor
fields if and only if their pull-back fulfill the original relation.
Lemma 12.2 (Frame-invariance of trajectory velocity). The trajectory
velocity is frame-invariant
vζ = ζ↑v .
Proof. Being v := ∂α=0ϕα so that ϕα = Fl
vT
α and being vζ := ∂α=0 ζ↑ϕα ,
the direct computation:
vζ = ∂λ=0 (ζ ◦ Fl
vT
λ ◦ ζ
−1) = Tζ ◦ v ◦ ζ−1 = ζ↑v ,
gives the formula. 
Lemma 12.3 (Spatialization and push of vector fields). Spatial vectors
pushed by a change of frame are still spatial vectors in the pushed framing,
as expressed by the commutative diagram
TM
ζ↑ // TMζ
VM
i↑
OO
ζS↑ // VMζ
i↑
OO
⇐⇒ i↑ ◦ ζS↑ = ζ↑ ◦ i↑ ,
which defines the homomorphism between spatial bundles ζS↑ ∈ C
1(VM ;VM)
induced by the push ζ↑ ∈ C1(TM ;TM) according to a space-time change of
framing ζ ∈ C1(M ;M) .
Proof. The push of forms is defined by invariance
〈ζ↑s, ζ↑h〉 = ζ↑〈s,h〉 , ∀h ∈ C1(M ;TM) ,
and hence 〈s,h〉 = 0 =⇒ 〈ζ↑s, ζ↑h〉 = 0 . 
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Lemma 12.4 (Simultaneity preservation). Frame-changes in space-time
transform simultaneous events according to the initial frame into simultane-
ous events according to the pushed frame.
Proof. The integral manifolds of pushed spatial fields ζ↑h ∈ C1(M ;VMζ)
are space-slices got as ζ-images of the integral manifolds of h ∈ C1(M ;VM) .
Then frame-changes transform simultaneous events in the initial frame into
simultaneous events according to the pushed frame. It follows that the re-
striction of ζS↑ to a space-slice is the push of the ζS-transformation between
spatial slices defined as restriction of the ζ-transformation. 
Lemma 12.5 (Spatialization and pull of differential forms). The pull
back of a form due to a change of frame ζ ∈ C1(M ;M) and the spatial re-
striction fulfill the commutative diagram
Λk(TM ;R)
i↓

Λk(TMζ ;R)
ζ↓oo
i↓

Λk(VM ;R) Λk(VMζ ;R)
ζS↓oo
⇐⇒ i↓ ◦ ζ↓ = ζS↓ ◦ i↓ .
Proof. Let ωk
TM ∈ Λ
k(TM ;R) be a form in the space-time manifold and
w ∈ C1(M ;TM) a time-vertical tangent vector field, so that w = i↑wS
with wS ∈ C
1(M ;VM) . Assuming k = 2 and aS ,bS ∈ C
1(M ;VM) , we
get
(ζS↓i↓ω
k
TM)(aS ,bS) = ω
k
TM(i↑ζS↑aS , i↑ζS↑bS)
= ωk
TM
(ζ↑i↑aS , ζ↑i↑bS)
= (i↓ζ↓ωk
TM
)(aS ,bS) ,
where the result in Lemma 12.3 has been resorted to. 
Lemma 12.6 (Commutation of pull and spatial exterior derivative).
Pull back due to a change of framing ζ ∈ C1(M ;M) and exterior derivatives
of spatial restrictions fulfill the commutative diagram
Λk+1(VM ;R)
ζS↓ // Λk+1(VMζ ;R)
Λk(VM ;R)
dS
OO
ζS↓ // Λk(VMζ ;R)
(dS)ζ
OO
⇐⇒ (dS)ζ ◦ ζS↓ = ζS↓ ◦ dS .
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Proof. The proof follows the same lines of the one in Lemma 7.3, but ex-
pressed in terms of the ζS-transformation between spatial slices, see Lemma
12.4, instead of immersions. 
13. Frame-invariance of electromagnetic induction
Proposition 13.1 (Space-time frame-invariance of induction laws).
The space-time frame invariance of Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell elec-
tromagnetic two-forms and of the current three-form

(Ω2
F
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
2
F
,
(Ω2
A
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
2
A
,
(Ω3
A
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
3
A
,
imply the space-time frame invariance of Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell
laws of induction
dΩ2
F
= 0 ⇐⇒ d (Ω2
F
)ζ = 0 ,
dΩ2
A
= Ω3
A
⇐⇒ d (Ω2
A
)ζ = (Ω
3
A
)ζ .
Proof. The result is a direct consequence of the commutativity between
exterior derivative and push by a diffeomorphism, see Lemma 4.4. Indeed
d (Ω2
F
)ζ = d (ζ↑Ω
2
F
) = ζ↑(dΩ2
F
) ,
and similarly for the second equivalence. 
The next result proves the equivalence between frame-invariance of events
four-forms and spatial frame-invariance of their spatial restrictions, under any
change of frame.
A frame is a chart for the events manifold which assigns Gauss coordi-
nates to each event in it.12 In abstract terms frame changes are described by
automorphisms of the events manifold, as enunciated in the definition given
in Sect.12, in accord with the spirit of general relativity.
Electromagnetic space-time forms are indeed required to be invariant un-
der any change of frame, that is to change in the only possible natural way,
by push according to the transformation defining the change of frame.
12 (Einstein, 1916) The General Theory of Relativity - 25. Gaussian Co-ordinates, p.75.
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Neither relativity theory, either special or general, norMinkowski pseudo-
metric, play any role in the treatment of frame-invariance.
The basic new result of the theory is the following.
Proposition 13.2 (Spatial frame-invariance). Space-time frame invari-
ance of Faraday and Ampe`re-Maxwell electromagnetic forms Ω2
F
,Ω2
A
∈
Λ2(TM ;R) and Ω3
A
∈ Λ3(TM ;R) is equivalent to spatial frame invariance
of all spatial electromagnetic forms


(Ω2
F
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
2
F
(Ω2
A
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
2
A
(Ω3
A
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
3
A
⇐⇒


(ω1
E
)ζ = ζS↑ω
1
E
(ω2
B
)ζ = ζS↑ω
2
B
(ω1
H
)ζ = ζS↑ω
1
H
(ω2
D
)ζ = ζS↑ω
2
D
(ω2
J
)ζ = ζS↑ω
2
J
(ρ3)ζ = ζS↑ρ
3
and of the spatial laws of electromagnetic induction.
Proof. Let us assume space-time frame-invariance of Faraday two-form
expressed by (Ω2
F
)ζ = ζ↑Ω
2
F
. Then, by space-time frame invariance of the
trajectory speed vζ = ζ↑v , stated in Lemma 12.2, and by the commutativity
property stated in Lemma 12.3, we infer the spatial-frame invariance of the
electric field one-form ω1
E
, since
(ω1
E
)ζ = i↓((Ω
2
F
)ζ · vζ) = i↓(ζ↑Ω
2
F
· ζ↑v) = i↓ζ↑(Ω2
F
· v)
= ζS↑i↓(Ω
2
F
· v) = ζS↑ω
1
E
.
Spatial frame-invariance of the magnetic vortex two-form ω2
B
follows by a
similar evaluation
(ω2
B
)ζ = i↓(Ω
2
F
)ζ = i↓ζ↑Ω
2
F
= ζS↑i↓Ω
2
F
= ζS↑ω
2
B
.
The converse implications follow from Lemma 7.2.
The same procedure leads to the conclusion that space-time frame in-
variance of Ampe`re-Maxwell two and three-forms is equivalent to spatial
frame-invariance of magnetic winding ω1
H
, electric flux ω2
D
, electric current
flux ω2
J
, and electric charge ρ3 .
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Frame-invariance of the spatial laws of electromagnetic induction is in-
ferred from the push naturality property of Lie derivatives reported in Sect.3
and the commutativity property of Lemmata 12.4,12.5, 12.6, as explicated
by the following relations
LS
vζ
(ω2
B
)ζ = L
S
vζ
(i↓(Ω2
F
)ζ) = i↓(Lvζ (Ω
2
F
)ζ)
= i↓(L(ζ↑v) (ζ↑Ω
2
F
) = i↓ζ↑(LvΩ
2
F
)
= ζS↑i↓(LvΩ
2
F
) = ζS↑(L
S
v
i↓Ω2
F
)
= ζS↑(L
S
v
ω2
B
) ,
which may also be written
LSζ↑v (ζS↑ω
2
B
) = ζS↑(dS ω
1
E
) .
Being moreover
(dS)ζ (ω
1
E
)ζ = (dS)ζ (ζS↑ω
1
E
) = ζS↑(dS ω
1
E
) ,
we get the equality which implies frame-invariance of the spatial Faraday
law of induction
LS
vζ
(ω2
B
)ζ + (dS)ζ (ω
1
E
)ζ = ζS↑(L
S
v
ω2
B
+ dS ω
1
E
) .
Analogous proofs hold for the other spatial laws. 
14. Matrix formulation
Let us consider an adapted space-time frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } with the
time arrow as first vector, i.e. e0 = u , and the tangent vector fields
{ e1, e2, e3 } got by immersion of a frame { s1, s2, s3 } in spatial slices. The
running indexes are α, β = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 . Then ei = i↑si so
that si = pi↑ei .
The dual coframe { e0, e1, e2, e3 } in the cotangent bundle T∗M of the
frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } in the tangent bundle TM is defined by
〈eα, eβ 〉 = δ
α
·β .
It follows that e0 = dt and ei = pi↓si . The Faraday two-form Ω2
F
may
be represented by its Gram matrix with respect to the space-time frame
Gram(Ω2
F
)α,β := Ω
2
F
(eα , eβ) .
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If w ∈ TM then wα := 〈eα,w〉 and hence
Gram(Ω2
F
·w)α = Gram(Ω
2
F
)β,α · w
β = −Gram(Ω2
F
)α,β · w
β .
According to Prop.9.1 the Faraday two-form may be split into
Ω2
F
= pi↓ω2
B
− dt ∧ (pi↓ω1
E
+ (pi↓ω2
B
) · v) ,
where v ∈ C1(T ;TT ) is the space-time velocity of the test particle. Be-
ing pi↑e0 = 0 , 〈dt, e0 〉 = 1 , 〈dt, ei 〉 = 0 , the elements of the matrix
Gram(Ω2
F
) are given by
Ω2
F
(ei , ej) = ω
2
B
(si , sj)− 〈dt, ei 〉 〈ω
1
E
, sj 〉+ 〈dt, ej 〉 〈ω
1
E
, si 〉
= ω2
B
(si , sj) ,
Ω2
F
(e0 , ei) = −〈dt, e0 〉 (〈ω
1
E
, si 〉+ ω
2
B
(vS , si))
= −〈ω1
E
, si 〉 − ω
2
B
(vS , si) .
Denoting the components of the Gram matrix of the magnetic vortex by
ω2
B
(si , sj) = ǫi,j,k B
k we may write
Gram(Ω2
F
)i,j = Ω
2
F
(ei , ej) = ω
2
B
(si , sj) = ǫi,j,kB
k ,
Gram(Ω2
F
)0,i= Ω
2
F
(e0 , ei) = −ω
1
E
(si)− ω
2
B
(vS , si)
= −ω1
E
(si) + ǫi,j,k v
j
SB
k = −Ei ,
where Ei := ω
1
E
(si) and Ei = Ei − ǫi,j,k v
j
SB
k .
Assuming a space-time velocity of the test particle parallel to e1 , in
space-time frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } the components column vector is given by
[v] =
[
1, v1S , v
2
S , v
3
S
]T
and the matrix expression of the Faraday two-form Ω2
F
becomes
Gram(Ω2
F
) =


0 −E1 −E2 −E3
E1 0 B
3 −B2
E2 −B
3 0 B1
E3 B
2 −B1 0


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Indeed, observing that Eiv
i
S = Eiv
i
S and Ei+ǫi,j,k v
j
SB
k = Ei , theGram
matrix of the one-form −Ω2
F
· v is given by
−Ω2
F
· v · eα = −(Ω
2
F
· eβ · eα)v
β = (Ω2
F
· eα · eβ)v
β = Gram(Ω2
F
)α,β · v
β ,
that is 

0 −E1 −E2 −E3
E1 0 B
3 −B2
E2 −B
3 0 B1
E3 B
2 −B1 0

 ·


1
v1S
v2S
v3S

 = [−Ei viS , E1, E2, E3]
with the components of vectors (upper indices) arranged in columns and
components of co-vectors (lower indices) arranged in rows.
Although the matrix Gram(Ω2
F
) could resemble to the one considered
in literature, see e.g. (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler, 1973, 4.4, p.99), there is a
crucial difference between them. Indeed in literature the components Ei of
the spatial electric vector field E associated with the one-form ω1
E
= gS ·E ,
are considered instead of Ei . The components Ei of the spatial electric
one-form ω1
E
= −i↓(Ω2
F
· v) in the coframe { s1, s2, s3 } may be evaluated
by applying the matrix −Gram(Ω2
F
· v) to the basis vectors { e1, e2, e3 } .
Then, in accord with the statement in Prop.9.1, we get
Gram(ω1
E
) =
[
E1, E2, E3
]
In the same way, from the split formula for the electromagnetic potential
Ω1
F
= pi↓ω1
B
− dt ∧ (pi↓VE + (pi↓ω
1
B
) · v) ,
being [v] = [1, v1S , v
2
S , v
3
S ]
T , we get
Ω1
F
(e0) = −VE − 〈ω
1
B
,vS 〉 = −VE − Aiv
i
S ,
Ω1
F
(ei) = ω
1
B
(si) = Ai .
The spatial restrictions ω1
B
= i↓Ω1
F
and −VE = i↓(Ω
1
F
· v) lead to the
following invariance result expressed in terms of the Gram matrices
Gram(Ω1
F
) =
[
−VE − Aiv
i
S , A1, A2, A3
]T
, Gram(ω1
B
) =
[
A1, A2, A3
]
and of the scalar
−VE =
[
−VE − Aiv
i
S , A1, A2, A3
]
·
[
1, v1S , v
2
S , v
3
S
]T
which should be compared with the formulas in (Feynman, 1964, Sect.25.5).
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15. Classical Electrodynamics
The Galilei transformations for a translational motion with relative
spatial velocity wS in the x direction and the associated Jacobi matrix in
a frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } are given by
ζ :


t 7→ t
x 7→ x− w1S t
y 7→ y − w2S t
z 7→ z − w3S t
[Tζ] =


1
−w1S 1
−w2S 1
−w3S 1

 [Tζ−1] =


1
w1S 1
w2S 1
w3S 1


The pushed Faraday two-form ζ↑Ω2
F
is defined by
(ζ↑Ω2
F
)(aζ ,bζ) = Ω
2
F
(Tζ−1 · aζ , Tζ
−1 · bζ) ,
or, shortly
ζ↑Ω2
F
= (Tζ−1)∗ ◦Ω2
F
◦ Tζ−1 .
In the dual frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } of the frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } , defined by
〈eα, eβ 〉 = δ
α
·β , the matrix [(Tζ
−1)∗] of the dual map (Tζ−1)∗ is the trans-
pose of the matrix of the map Tζ−1 i.e.
[(Tζ−1)∗] = [(Tζ−1)]T .
Denoting by [Ω2
F
] the matrix of the operator Ω2
F
(x) ∈ L (TxM ;T
∗
x
M)
we observe that
Gram(Ω2
F
) = [Ω2
F
]T = −[Ω2
F
] ,
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) = [ζ↑Ω2
F
]T = −[ζ↑Ω2
F
] .
The relation [ζ↑Ω2
F
] = [Tζ−1]T ◦ [Ω2
F
] ◦ [Tζ−1] may then also be written
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) = [Tζ−1]T ◦Gram(Ω2
F
) ◦ [Tζ−1] .
Setting ∆vS := vS−wS and Ei = Ei− ǫi,j,k∆v
j
SB
k , the computation yields
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) =


0 −E1 −E2 −E3)
E1 0 B
3 −B2
E2 −B
3 0 B1
E3 B
2 −B1 0


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The pushed particle velocity ζ↑v has the matrix expression
[Tζ] · [v] =


1
−w1S 1
−w2S 1
−w3S 1

 ·


1
v1S
v2S
v3S

 =


1
∆v1S
∆v2S
∆v3S


In the frame { e0, e1, e2, e3 } the contraction ζ↑Ω
2
F
· ζ↑v has Gram matrix
representation given by
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) · [ζ↑v] =
[
−∆viS Ei, E1, E2, E3
]
The pushed spatial electric field (ω1
E
)ζ = −i↓(ζ↑Ω
2
F
·ζ↑v) may be evaluated
by applying the matrix Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
)·[ζ↑v] to the components of the pushed
basis vectors { ζ↑e1, ζ↑e2, ζ↑e3 } , to get
Gram((ω1
E
)ζ) =
[
E1, E2, E3
]
in accord with the invariance property of ω1
E
assessed in Prop.13.2 since the
components of a pushed form with respect to a pushed basis do not vary.
We underline that the scalars Ei above are the components of the Gram
matrix of the pushed one-form (ω1
E
)ζ with respect to the pushed basis
{ ζS↑s1, ζS↑s2, ζS↑s3 } and not the components of the pushed vector field
ζS↑E . Here E is the vector field defined by ω
1
E
= gS ·E , see the discussion
in Sect.18.
16. Relativistic Electrodynamics
Let us now consider a change of observer for a translational motion with
relative spatial velocity wS in the x direction, which according to the rela-
tivity principle is governed by a Voigt-Lorentz transformation13 with the
associated Jacobi matrix
ζ :


c t 7→ γ(c t− wS x)
x 7→ γ(x− wS c t)
y 7→ y
z 7→ z
, [Tζ] =


γ −γ wS
−γ wS γ
1
1


13 According to Minkowski (1908), Woldemar Voigt first conceived in (Voigt, 1887)
the transformation later discussed by Hendrik Antoon Lorentz (Lorentz, 1904).
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Then, assuming c = 1 and [v] = [1, vS , 0, 0]
T , and setting 1
γ2
:= 1 − w2S ,
ψ := 1−vSwS , ∆vS := vS −wS , Ei := ω
1
E
(si) and Ei = Ei− ǫi,j,k∆v
j
SB
k ,
being
[Tζ−1] =


γ γ wS
γ wS γ
1
1


the matrix of the pushed Faraday two-form
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) = [Tζ−1]T ◦Gram(Ω2
F
) ◦ [Tζ−1] ,
is given by

0 −E1 −γE2 −γE3
E1 0 γ(ψB
3 − wSE2) −γ(ψB
2 + wSE3)
γE2 γ(−ψB
3 + wSE2) 0 B
1
γE3 γ(ψB
2 + wSE3) −B
1 0


The expression above generalizes the one reported in (Landau and Lifshits,
1987, 6. Problem 2, p.23) which is relative to a fixed particle, i.e. vS = 0 .
The particle velocity [v] = [1, vS , 0, 0]
T transforms by push and the pushed
velocity has the components
[ζ↑v] =


γ −γ wS
−γ wS γ
1
1

 ·


1
vS
0
0

 =


γ ψ
γ∆vS
0
0


We see that the time component of the pushed velocity is not equal
to unity. The ratio between the spatial component in the x-direction and
the time component of the pushed velocity gives Einstein’s formula for
composition of velocities, as detected by the pushed frame
γ∆vS
γ ψ
=
∆vS
ψ
=
vS − wS
1− vSwS
.
Being γ2(ψ + wS ∆vS) = γ
2(1 − vSwS + wS ∆vS) = γ
2(1 − wSwS) = 1 , we
get
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) · [ζ↑v] =
[
−γ∆vS E1, γ ψ E1, E2, E3
]
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The components of the pushed spatial electric field (ω1
E
)ζ = ζS↑ω
1
E
are then
evaluated by contracting this Gram matrix with the last three columns of
the matrix [Tζ] which provide the components of the pushed basis vec-
tors { ζ↑e1, ζ↑e2, ζ↑e3 } with respect to the basis { e0, e1, e2, e3 } . Recalling
again that γ2(ψ + wS ∆vS) = 1 , the result is
Gram((ω1
E
)ζ) =
[
E1, E2, E3
]
where Ei are components of the Gram matrix of (ω
1
E
)ζ with respect to the
basis { ζS↑s1, ζS↑s2, ζS↑s3 } , in accord with the invariance property of ω
1
E
assessed in Prop.13.2 since the components of a pushed form with respect to
a pushed basis do not vary.
This result brings a correction to the analysis performed in literature
(Panofsky and Phillips, 1962, p.330), (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler, 1973, p.79),
(Landau and Lifshits, 1987, 6. Problem 2, p.66) where the evaluation was
stopped at considering the first column of the pushed Faraday two-form,
by performing the contraction
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) · u = [0, E1, γE2, γE3] .
Their analysis leads to the same result derived by Lorentz (1904) following a
different route based on the requirement of form-invariance14 of the induction
laws expressed in terms of vector fields. The result and the reasoning were a
little later reported in (Einstein, 1905) without a detailed proof and without
citation of (Lorentz, 1904), see Sect.17.
The right treatment of frame-invariance must be performed in terms of
differential forms, as shown in Prop.13.2 in abstract terms and reproduced
in matrix formalism in Sect.14-18.
Although somebody might think that the matrix formalism, which is
the one usually adopted in treatments of electrodynamics, is more familiar
and more friendly in carrying out the evaluations, the previous examples of
applications to Galilei and Lorentz transformations should contribute to
eliminate such an illusion and convince of the contrary. The treatment in
Prop.13.2, performed in terms of differential forms, is more general, in fact
the most general feasible, and leads in the simplest way to the right thesis:
14 The very notion of form-invariance, often resorted to in literature, is not susceptible
of a mathematical definition about the form of a relation. It should be substituted by the
concept of invariance as introduced in Def.12.1.
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• all electromagnetic spatial fields expressed in terms of differential forms
are invariant under the spatial transformation induced by any space-
time transformation.
This occurrence is not a matter of representation but is rather due to the
fact that electromagnetic fields are naturally described in terms of differential
forms and that the electromagnetic induction laws are naturally expressed in
terms of integrals or of exterior derivatives.
A further discussion to help in investigating about the disagreement be-
tween the outcome of our analysis and the standard one, is carried out in the
next section.
17. Comparison with the previous treatment
The behavior of electric and magnetic fields under a Voigt-Lorentz
transformations was considered in Einstein’s seminal paper on the principle
of relativity15 and by Poincare´ in (Poincare, 1906, p.10) and have propa-
gated in the subsequent literature, see (Minkowski, 1908, p.10), (Weyl, 1922,
p.194), (Stratton, 1941, p.72,79), (Sommerfeld, 1952, p.241), (Synge, 1960,
p.354) (Panofsky and Phillips, 1962, p.330), (Post, 1962, p.55), (Feynman,
1964, 26.4), (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler, 1973, 4.4, p.79,99), (Purcell, 1985,
p.108,128), (Landau and Lifshits, 1987, p.66), (Sharipov, 1997, p.128), (Schwinger et al.,
1998, 10.3, p.119), (Greiner, 1998, 22.33, p.465), (Jackson, 1999, 11.10,
p.558), (Griffiths, 1999, 12.3, p.531), (Wegner, 2003, p.86), (Vanderlinde,
2004, p.316-317), (Thide´, 2010, p.173), (Lehner, 2010, p.628), (Hehl, 2010,
p.12).
The statement in (Einstein, 1905) was the following.
Now the principle of relativity requires that if the Maxwell-Hertz equations
for empty space hold good in system K, they also hold good in system k
... Evidently the two systems of equations found for system k must express
exactly the same thing, since both systems of equations are equivalent to the
Maxwell-Hertz equations for system K. Since, further, the equations of the
two systems agree, with the exception of the symbols for the vectors, it follows
that the functions occurring in the systems of equations at corresponding
15 (Einstein, 1905) 6. Transformation of the Maxwell-Hertz Equations for Empty Space.
On the Nature of the Electromotive Forces Occurring in a Magnetic Field During Motion.
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places must agree... and our equations assume the form
X′ = X , L′ = L ,
Y′ = γ
(
Y − v
c
N
)
, M′ = γ
(
M+ v
c
Z
)
,
Z′ = γ
(
Z + v
c
M
)
, N′ = γ
(
N− v
c
Y
)
.
This reasoning is based on the possibility of comparing laws evaluated by
different observers just by equality (the so-called form invariance). Geometry
requires instead a preliminary push according to the involved transformation,
in order to bring the geometric objects to the same base point.
In (Einstein, 1905) an explicit detailed calculation was not performed but
the line of reasoning followed the treatment given by Lorentz (1904). The
treatment outlined in (Panofsky and Phillips, 1962, p.330), (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler,
1973, p.79), (Landau and Lifshits, 1987, 6, p.66) amounts in evaluating the
matrix Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) , as reported in Sect.16, but assuming vS = 0 . A sim-
ilar derivation based on the evaluation of the matrix [Tζ]T · [Ω2
F
] · [Tζ] , with
Ω2
F
contravariant alteration of Ω2
F
, is reported in (Jackson, 1999, 11.10,
p.558).
The procedure followed in these standard treatments corresponds to per-
forming the contraction between the pushed Faraday form ζ↑Ω2
F
and the
unpushed time-frame vector field u and to evaluate the result on the compo-
nents of the unpushed basis vectors, both improper geometric operations. In
fact, the contraction of the matrix Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) with the time arrow vector
[u] = [1, 0, 0, 0]T (instead of the pushed velocity ζ↑v = [γ ψ, γ∆vS , 0, 0]
T ),
yields the incorrect result
Gram(ζ↑Ω2
F
) · [u] =


0
E1
γ(E2 +∆vS B
3)
γ(E3 −∆vS B
2)


T
which, evaluated on the components of the unpushed basis vectors { e1, e2, e3 }
(instead of the pushed basis { ζ↑e1, ζ↑e2, ζ↑e3 } ), gives the incorrect formula
Gram((ω1
E
)ζ) =

 E1γ(E2 +∆vS B3)
γ(E3 −∆vS B
2)


T
The following remarks are in order.
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1. If the test particle velocity vanishes in a given frame, so that v = u ,
vS = 0 , ∆vS := vS − wS = −wS , the incorrect formula coincides with
Einstein’s formula, and with the derivation exposed in (Sommerfeld,
1952, p.241), (Panofsky and Phillips, 1962, p.330), (Misner, Thorne, Wheeler,
1973, p.79), (Landau and Lifshits, 1987, p.66).
2. The effect of the relativity principle appears only trough the factor γ
which tends to 1 when the light speed c tends to infinity.
3. On the contrary, the terms containing ∆vS := vS − wS , difference
between the scalar velocities of the test particle and of the new observer,
remain unaffected when γ → 1 . Indeed the same terms (with γ = 1 )
also appear as result of a Galilei transformation, as shown in Sect.15.
4. If the relative motion between observers is the identity (no change of
frame), then wS = 0 and γ = 1 . Hence, whilst one would rightly
expect that (ω1
E
)ζ = ω
1
E
, the incorrect formula gives instead
Gram((ω1
E
)ζ) =

 E1E2 + vS B3
E3 − vS B
2


T
.
Remark 17.1. The well-known experimental fact that, according to the point
of view of a particular observer, a magnetic field appears to generate an elec-
tric field and hence to exert a force on a charged particle in motion, can be
deduced on the basis of Faraday law of induction from the expression of the
electric vector field
E= −∂τ=tAτ + vS ×B− dS (g(A,vS))− dS VE .
In fact, if the observer detects a spatially uniform magnetic induction B and
a time-invariant magnetic potential A the evaluation of the term dS (g(A,vS)
gives 1
2
(vS×B) so that the expression of the field is one-half of the Lorentz
force. Other Galilei observers will deduce the same electric field as resulting
from a time variation of the magnetic potential or from a combination of the
two causes. We recall that ”the same” means ”related by push” according to
the relative motion. The issue is discussed in detail in (G. Romano, 2012).
18. Conclusions
We have faced here a task of a general character consisting in detecting
the proper transformation rule for spatial electromagnetic differential forms,
under an arbitrary change of frame in the space-time manifold.
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Our treatment leads to the conclusion that, in line with the spirit of
general relativity, the laws of electromagnetic induction are equally valid in
any frame. Equal validity means that the laws are themselves pushed by the
relative motion so that they are still fulfilled when the involved differential
forms are transformed by push according to the relative motion between
observers, the molluscs of Einstein.16 The outcome of the new theory may
then be summarized in the following statement.
• The electromagnetic fields are frame-invariant, i.e. observers in relative
motion in space-time will test electromagnetic differential forms related
in the natural way, by push according to the relative motion, which still
fulfill the induction laws.
The statement may hold no more for electromagnetic laws expressed in
terms of vector fields. Indeed spatial differential forms and spatial vector
fields are related by the spatial metric tensor gS (for one-forms) and by the
associated volume form µS (for two-forms). For instance
ω1
E
= gS · E , ω
2
B
= µS ·B .
Since the choice of the metric is not unique, it follows that statements of in-
variance in terms of vector fields are meaningless, unless a metric is specified.
Moreover, frame-invariance of differential forms (defined as variance by push,
see Def.12.1) is not inherited by the vector field representation, unless the
spatial transformation induced by the change of frame preserves the spatial
metric. In fact we have that
ζS↑ω
1
E
= ζS↑(gS · E) = (ζS↑gS) · (ζS↑E) ,
ζS↑ω
2
B
= ζS↑(µS ·B) = (ζS↑µS) · (ζS↑B) .
Frame-invariance would require that ζS↑gS = gS so that ζS↑µS = µS .
Indeed the transformation law for the electric vector field is
gS · Eζ = (ζS↑gS) · (ζS↑E) = (TζS)
−∗ · gS · E ,
which under the assumption that ζS↑gS = gS gives the frame-invariance
property
Eζ = ζS↑E .
16 (Einstein, 1916, Part II: The General Theory of Relativity - 28. Exact Formulation
of the General Principle of Relativity, p.84).
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The spatial transformation, induced by aVoigt-Lorentz space-time trans-
formation, is not an isometry. Hence frame-invariance of the spatial elec-
tromagnetic vector fields cannot be inferred from frame-invariance of the
electromagnetic differential forms.
To impose form-invariance, see fn.14, of electromagnetic laws expressed
in terms of vector fields, Lorentz was bound to conceive a peculiar relative
motion in space-time and to impose an associated transformation of vector
fields in which a mix between electric and magnetic fields occurs. The same
path of reasoning was followed by Einstein in the Electrodynamical Part II
of (Einstein, 1905), but after having introduced the Voigt-Lorentz trans-
formation in the Kinematical Part I with no reference to electrodynamics.
The right requirement would instead be the frame-invariance of spatial
electromagnetic differential forms, as introduced in Sect.12. Indeed, let us
consider the integral along a circuit c : [0, 1] 7→M(t) in a spatial slice, such
as the one occurring in Faraday induction law∮
∂S in
ω1
E
=
∫ 1
0
〈ω1
E
, ∂µ=λ c(µ)〉 dλ .
When the boundary ∂S in is displaced by a spatial transformation ζS to
ζS(∂S
in) = ∂ζS(S
in) , the speed ∂µ=λ c(µ) is transformed by push-forward.
To assure invariance of the scalar value of the integral, the one-form ω1
E
must be transformed by push-forward too, see Sect.2.
The ensuing theory, see Prop.13.2, reveals that no mix between electric
and magnetic fields, neither as differential forms nor as vector fields, occurs
in whatever change of frame, contrary to the usual statement.
The new theory of electromagnetic induction restores agreement between
the outcomes of special relativity and the axiomatics of general relativity.
The mathematical treatment is based on ground-level notions and results
of Differential Geometry. From the point of view of engineering applica-
tions, the theory provides a direct, simple and reasonable interpretation of
induction phenomena as they appear to experimenters and to designers of
electromagnetic machines.
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